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Since September 2016, the Ligue de l’enseignement has been coordinating a project aimed at raising awareness 

and educating about energy savings both in school and out-of-school education.

The project relies on a participatory approach by offering structures (schools and recreation centers) to participate 

in a challenge called "thrifty school". It brings together all the actors of an establishment around the same

objective:  the control of energy consumption.

This project associates the Ligue de l’enseignement (France), Koprivnica City (Croatia), CIFFUL (Liège University), 

Consorci de la Ribera (association of municipalities from Spain), l’UFOLEP (France) and Energikontor Sydost

(Sweden). It is co-funded by the Erasmus+ program of the European Union. 

 

In order to develop this program, the consortium of partners first identified and classified the existing energy

education tools in the countries participating in the project. The "toolbox" of 0energy savings in a school or

out-of-school has been created and made available to all educational stakeholders who would like to benefit from it.
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THE TOOLBOX INCLUDES: 

       Tools for the realization of a participatory diagnosis of energy 
consumption in an establishment and the elaboration of a shared
action plan.
The situational analysis of energy consumption within a facility is entrusted to dedicated 

technicians in most cases. Thanks to participatory tools, it is possible to associate

students, teachers, managers and technicians around a shared diagnosis of the situation. 

As a second step, each of these publics can launch a series of actions. Then, the progress 

and results of those actions can be shared with other categories of users.
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       Tools to assist project teams of institutions, to carry out and 
follow their action plan and evaluate the achieved results.
Once the action plan has been initiated within an institution, it is necessary to follow 

the actions and to make regular updates between the different stakeholders of the 

project. In order to do this, collaborative tools are useful to visualize the project

progress, what has already been done and the steps to follow (dashboards, action 

sheets ...).
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       Tools for internal mobilization and communication
Internal communication in the institutions is one of the key factors for the successful 

implementation of this kind of project. Indeed, in the tertiary sector - unlike industry 

for example - energy consumption is diffuse and strongly linked to individual habits. 

More than a technical problem, the management of energy consumption is therefore 

an issue of internal mobilization and of communication.

       Pedagogical paths developed by the project partners
Pedagogical courses offer a method and a pedagogical process in connection with 

school curricula. They are designed to be implemented during a school year, in 

schools, colleges or recreation centers.

In order to facilitate reading, the tools were grouped into three categories: awareness 

tools to create a dialogue with children, pedagogical paths proposals and educational 

activities.
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BASICS OF ENERGY EDUCATION : RAISING AWARENESS

1 ) Energy Education: context, concepts and methods

This powerpoint is a training tool for education actors. It sets out the stakes about

energy: intensive consumption of resources, CO2 (carbon dioxide) emissions it implies,

its role in climate change... and suggests a way to tackle the subject with children.

It also includes some resources (mainly diagrams) to explain the different sources of

energy production (charcoal, nuclear, solar, wind…).

Source: CIFFUL

Energy education context concept method

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx8UF9WozCTCNFhKWUd2cTFMak0/view
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2 ) Energy education: pedagogical methods 

How can we teach and raise awareness on energy among students?

This powerpoint is a training tool for education actors. It deals with a synthetic explanation on 

the main steps of an audit method that can be used in schools and leisure centres. This method 

deals with a participative approach and leads to action plans. 

Source: CIFFUL

Pedagogical methods

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx8UF9WozCTCc0pyenpNcUR4QUU/view
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycdke8MTSCI
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3 ) Energy in school life

Where can we find energy in schools?

This is a synthetic presentation on the equipment and activities that consume energy in 

school. It also introduces the notions of hidden consumption and grey consumption and sets 

the main goals to reach a positive energy process: energy soberness and energy efficiency.

Source: CIFFUL

Energy in school life

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx8UF9WozCTCR1dVTEFmSHFlanc/view
https://greenschoolsireland.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Energy-seminar-CMD2016.pdf
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4 ) Energy and waste 

Where does the waste comes from at school? How can it be reduced?

This presentation deals with the essential notion of "grey energy" (the energy consumed

during an entire product life cycle), and sets an action plan to reduce the waste of food,

paper... in schools or leisure centers.

Source: CIFFUL

Energy and waste

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx8UF9WozCTCMUJsVkZmYm5SOTQ/view
https://www.dpsnc.net/cms/lib/NC01911152/Centricity/Domain/252/Section1.2%20Support%20Ed%20Teachers.pdf
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5 ) Energy and food

Understanding the environmental footprint of our food and the related energy 
consumption.

Food is a concrete example of the hidden energy consumption. Through a selection of pictures, 

this tool provides a clear overview on the different products and steps in order to produce food 

that children eat everyday (milk, fruits, meat…). Some of the pictures can be used in order to 

start a dialogue with children about the link between energy and food.

Energy and food

Source: Center for alternative technology, www.cat.org.uk

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx8UF9WozCTCb2lIRG44b1MyUXc/view
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6 ) Energy and mobility

How can we optimize the energy consumption of each children transport?

This document is a practical guide to organize an eco-mobility challenge that associate

children, parents and teachers. It includes files dealing with data collection (survey…) that will 

be used to build a mobility map  and an action plan. The aim is to optimize and facilitate

mobility from home to school thanks to a participative approach. 

Eco-mobility challenge 

Source: CIFFUL

Exemple of survey:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx8UF9WozCTCRjJfYzNZNGJxZlE/view
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7 ) Measure instruments

Measure instruments are necessary in order to organize a challenge in schools/leisure

centers. They enable children to measure by themselves the energy consumption and to

realize that energy can be saved through concrete data. Using measure instruments also 

enables teachers to connect the energy challenge with other learnings such as mathematics.  

List of measure instruments

Content of the toolkit

Source : Enerman project

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13bf7nYQwq_BSHgjfnBHk6quyR4DO_cBy/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12WY9F40d538j8cjllDW5UDeRYCF1GaxZ/view
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metric_system
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Lexique of energy words

8 ) Words for energy

An online dictionary which lists all the vocabulary related to energy and its definitions. 

Source : Intelligent Energy Europe

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vuQ9WSNI5dFVgs79eTN5vh1eCqsNUNk_/view
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SOME PEDAGOGICAL PATHS

Ligue de l’enseignement (France)

This pedagogical path is aimed at education actors who want to develop an energy 

awareness and education programme in their classes or leisure centres, based on an 

active method that allows children to get involved in the learning process.

The pedagogical path is structured around 4 key stages. At each stage, the content 

necessary for its implementation is provided to the reader. This can serve as a basis 

to develop and implement activities in schools/leisure centres.

Pedagogical path Ligue de l’enseignement

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eoYuoa-CufHWg5orc6iRyscldfMLEQ6W/view
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Energikontor sydost (Sweden) 

Energikontor Sweden’s pedagogical path suggests the implementation of a challenge in 

schools which involves all the educative actors and pupils, as well as the parents. It aims to 

make the students and staff aware of the energy consumption in schools.

The idea is that an increase understanding of energy issues should constitute a basis

for changing the children’s behaviour.

This pedagogical path focuses on mobility and energy. It aims to reduce the energy

consumption thanks to a change in the way pupils go to school (by walking, by bike or

even collectively).

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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IES Sucro (Spain)

IES Sucro’s pedagogical path deals  with the reduction of electrical energy consumption and  

water consumption in schools. It suggests two action plans dedicated to those purposes, 

which can be lead on a semester. 

The proposed activities are linked to the curriculum of scientific subjects. They are intended 

for children over 14 years old. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Koprivnika (Croatia) 

Koprivnika’s pedagogical path aims to sensitize and teach the students from primary schools  

about the importance of reducing the energy consumption and more precisely, water 

consumption in school, by improving the habits of students and school staff. 

The proposed action plan targets 7-10 years old children. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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SOME ACTIVITIES

What’s energy?
My body and energy

Energy is so present in our lives that many familiar expressions refer to it. 

Do you know some others? Write them hereafter ou just invent some!

For living, your body spends energy. This energy is drawn from a SOURCE and it is

TRANSFORMED to carry out an ACTION.

Draw your body and some organs needed for energy transformation, and complete with 

examples of sources and actions.

Public: 6-12 years old

Source: CIFFUL’s "Energy notebook"
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Energy consumption
Energy label detectives

Activity to teach the children where and how to look for information on energy consumption 

and thus how to choose appliances that consume less. The children are introduced to energy 

labels through a visit to a local shop. 

Public: 11-12 years old

Source: Active learning European project

Find the energy label!

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx8UF9WozCTCdU9VNmJqb0wwR0E/view
http://www.smartcitiesconsulting.eu/en/eu-new-regulations-energy-consumption/
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Race of the pots

This activity shows that a simple change in behavior can have an impact on energy

consumption.This is relayed to the pupils through a competition where they have to heat up

a pot of water, which is an everyday activity.

Public: 6-12 years old

Source: Active learning European project

Race of the pots

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx8UF9WozCTCX19JQ2Z6M09qVmM/view
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Electricity counts!

Activity to understand how to measure and calculate kWh. 

Public: 9-12 years old

Source: Active learning European project

Electricity counts

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx8UF9WozCTCU1M1MlhGQUNXUXc/view
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Standby power at home/at school

Activity to raise awareness on the electricity consumption during standby by electrical

devices. In small groups, pupils analyse the energy consumption of standby and compare it 

with the total energy consumption in the school/leisure center. 

Public: 9-12 years old

Source: Active learning European project

Standby power

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx8UF9WozCTCMUxqTmU5ajlFcXM/view
https://nearsay.com/c/521696/39451/an-electrician-s-do-s-don-ts-for-power-strips
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One day without electricity

Activity to understand that we constantly use electricity and identify ways to reduce this 

consumption. 

The pupils list what they use electricity for in their everyday lives and reflect on what our 

forefathers did before electricity was discovered. Then they try to live one day without using 

electricity and discuss what they experienced.

Public: 6-8 years old

Source: Active learning European project

One day without electricity

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx8UF9WozCTCRWtEZ1lBSVFoR28/view
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Increasing lamp efficiency

Activity to work with children on lamp efficiency. They will try to find solutions to improve 

lamps efficiency in order to consume less. This activity can be implemented following a

participatory audit.

Public: 12 years old and more

Source: CIFFUL

Lamp efficiency activity

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx8UF9WozCTCNUxnZGZCaFY0VjA/view
https://www.piersonrealestate.com/2016/10/12/improving-energy-efficiency-in-your-home/
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Renewable energies
Construction of a solar oven

Activity to build a solar oven to illustrate how the sun can be a source of renewable energy.

Children are divided into several groups where they can build different types of solar oven.

Public: 9-10 years old

Source: Active learning European project

Solar oven

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xaODtpU0Un9Xf1mLnT0kGp_kTvNtQhyS/view
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Construction of a sun boiler

Activity to build a basic sun boiler and thus understand the nature and potential of renewable 

energy technology.

Public: 9-12 years old

Source: Active learning European project

Construction sun boiler

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx8UF9WozCTCeWJ0UDgxcWxnaFU/view
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Construction of a grass boiler

Activity to build a basic sun boiler and thus understand the nature and potential of renewable 

energy technology.

Public: 9-12 years old

Source: Active learning European project

Activity to construct a grass boiler

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx8UF9WozCTCSjlKTmxDVVpuV0U/view
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Construct your own vehicle

Activity to let the children know that transports needs energy to move forward and that

different sources of energy can be used. 

Children create vehicles from waste material and try to make them move. 

Public: 6-12 years old 

Source: Active learning European project

Construction vehicle

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx8UF9WozCTCTnZzZGVERGFIUlE/view
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06lpbYmLslM
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CO2 footprint of the journey from home to school

Activity to help children become aware that their transportation from home to school have an 

environmental impact. 

Children record the distance they travel from their home to the school and then calculate their 

daily CO2 emissions.

Public: 11-12 years old

Source: Active learning European project

CO2 footprint
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Other resources presenting activities
La Boîte à Bâtir : educational trunk on eco-construction

French document presenting the content of an existing tool on eco-construction.

Source: Réseau ECORCE 2012

boîte à bâtir

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx8UF9WozCTCZ0Vla281YUNCQlk/view
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101 idées pour maîtriser l’énergie dans l’école

Belgian document which presents 101 measures to improve the energy efficiency at school.

Source: www.educ-energie.ulg.ac.be

101 idées

http://www.educ-energie.ulg.ac.be
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_duDoVKMJntKn4PMgcf4NiLdmkEpEHoG/view
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Sustainable energy in schools

Booklet about energy and environment sustainability produced by the Agencia Energetica

de la Ribera.

Source: Agencia Energética de la Ribera

Guide "energy and environment sustainability"

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19haB77It49GnSy_Ug9QX5yoF1_oialcP/view
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Pedagogical kit: “heating is not for birds”.

A series of humoristic posters in french to raise awareness among children about energy 

savings at school. 

Source: CLER Réseau pour la transition énergétique

Posters
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http://www.doc-transition-energetique.info/M_Record.htm?record=19110454124919386369&M_Token=
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